Abstract-Discrete-time memoryless multiple access channels (MACs) are a useful abstraction of the uplink for many centralized wireless systems. They capture the issues involved with many different users wanting to simultaneously send information to a single site. Traditional MAC analysis proceeds in the context of block codes with the messages being known in advance by the encoders. Instead, we look at a sequential setting. Each user's message evolves in real-time as bits stream in to the encoders. In this context, we look at the probability of error not at the block level, but at the bit-level. Furthermore, in place of block-length, we look at the delay between when the bit arrives at the encoder and when it is decoded by the central decoder.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the point-to-point communication scenario, there are many types of codes. The -block-coding paradigm has a semiinfinite sequence of messages, each of which is quite large. Each of these messages is assumed to be known to the encoders at the beginning of the epoch, and the decoder is assumed to produce an estimate for it by the end of an epoch. The next message is considered in the next epoch. The delay in this context is determined by the epoch size or block-length. The sequential-coding paradigm also has a semiinfinite sequence of messages, but each of these is assumed to be quite small. These small messages become available to the encoder as time evolves, and are used to generate channel input symbols causally. There is no a priori choice of an epoch or block-length. Instead, the decoder decodes estimates of the messages as time goes on, but does so with some delay.
While the block-coding paradigm has certainly attracted more academic interest, there are many interesting features in the sequential picture. Convolutional and tree codes represent the most well known cases of sequential codes, though these techniques can also be used to construct block-codes. In [ [7] are interesting for distributed wireless communication systems, and yet, the study of such channels has focused almost entirely on the block-coding case. The capacity region and random coding error exponents for block coding are explained in [8] , [9] , [7] and [10] respectively. In [11] , the error exponent for tree coding is studied, but the decoding is considered in the block style. The encoding consists of two parts, encoded information bits and a tail to achieve more reliability. The error exponent is defined as Nog (Pi, where Nt is the length of the tail. Bounded delay decoding had not been considered.
We study the sequential communication problem for multiple access channel and derive the random coding error exponents for the problem. In this paper, we study the random coding error exponents for multiple access channel in the sense of delay-universal, or "anytime," reliability. The probability of error is required to go to zero exponentially with delay, where the delay is chosen entirely at the decoder.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we will first describe the model of the multiple access channel and sequential channel coding. Then in Section III we will derive the random coding bound on sequential coding for multiple access channel.
In [2], Pinsker also tries to claim that the same bound holds with feedback. but we have recently found that he is wrong! This is easiest to see using an erasure channel example, and the full story of this will be told in [3] . It turns out that block-length and delay interact very differently with feedback when it comes to the probability of error! 0-7803-9305-8/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE As shown in Fig 1, there are two independent encoders for two independent information sources A and 3. The multiple access channel is characterized by a transition probability matrix Pmac(ylx, w) where y E Y is the channel output, x E X is the input from the encoder for information source A, and w E W is the input from the encoder for information source B.
Theorem 1: Achievable capacity region [8] , [7] :The achievable rate region R. is the convex hull of the set of rate pairs The decoding error probability can be arbitrarily close to 0 in the capacity region.
B. Random Coding Error Exponenits
The random block-coding error exponent of the multiple access channel is studied in [10] . Consider an ensemble of (n,m, ) where encoder 1 has mn equal-probable messages, encoder 2 has l messages, all with n channel uses. The inputs to the channel {i1, , Im} are chosen according to QA [10] The expected probability of making a decoding error for either block over the ensemble satisfies Pe < PeA + PeB + PeAB. Where
(1)
We've silently changed from nats used in [101 to bits.
C. Sequential Channel Coding
The model of sequential channel coding is as follows. For rate 1, the information bits ai E {0, 1} come to the encoder at time i, i = 1, 2, I ,.... The encoder must send out an encoded symbol right away, that is only allowed to depend on aj, j < i? in a causal fashion. The decoder can choose a decision time and hence delay for a certain information bit, and the expected probability of decoding error must be bounded by an exponential function of the delay.
In order to achieve any rational rate R= A, we encode A information bits into C channel uses. By the construction of the codebook, it's obvious that the encoder is casual, i.e. for any two information sequences ayA and 17,A if for some k < min(n, m) s.t. akA = kA, then the first kC outputs of the encoder for both information sequence are the same. The rate of the encoder in bits is RA A C.
Forney showed in [ I ] that the random coding error exponent defined in [12] can be achieved in the sequential setup by forcing the decoder to give its best decision with delay (n-i)C channel uses. The probability of decoding error of the i'th information source block after nC channel uses is
Where K is a constant and Er(R) is the random coding bound defined in [121. decoder re-estimates all the information bits. We will show that the probability of decoding error of the information bits decays exponentially with delay.
III. RANDOM CODING BOUND
In this section we derive a bound on the error probability for the sequential multiple access channel using the randomized encoders in Def 1. We are interested in the error probability of an information bit given some decoding delay. We state the main result of this paper in Theorem 3 and the proof goes as follows. After nC channel uses, depending on the first wrong decoded block of source A and 6, we have (n + 1)2 disjoint error events. We will bound the probability of each error event using the random coding argument and bound the probability of decoding error of a particular block by a summation of some of the error probabilities.
A. Error Probability of Decoding Information Source A After nC channel uses, we have the ML decoded information bits dnA and b6B.
Theorem 3: After nC channel uses, write the error probability of decoding the j'th block of source A as
(1 -2-CE*)2 )2~C (3) Where dC = (n + 1 -j)C is the decoding delay and E* =nmin{ inf { sup {cla(-plRA +Eo1(Q,pi)) al1E We need some preparation before proving the theorem.
Proposition 1: Partition of {0, 1}nA x {0, j}nB Given the information sequence pair (anA, bnB) we can partition the set {0, l}nA x {0, l}nB into (n + 1)2 subsets.
For 1 < j, k < n Fn(j k, (anA, bnB)) - And Fn(n + 1, n + 1, (anA, bnB)) ={(anA, bnB)}.
We use the convention that if ii < i2, at' is an empty sequence. F is a partition of {O, l}nA x {O, 1}nB because if (j1,k1) + (h,k2), Fn(jl, kl, (a n A b nB) ) n Fn(j2, k2 (a nA ,bnB)) 0 and U Fn(j, k, (anA, bnB)) {O0, I}nA {0, }nB 1<j,k<n+l Exanmple 1: F,(n + 1, n + 1, (a A, byB)): in this example, A = 1,B = 1,'n = 2, (aynA,bbnB) (00, 00) we simply write Fn(j, k, (alA, bB)) as Fj1,k Fl,j = {(10, 10), (10, 11), (11, 10), (11, 11)}. F1,2 ={(10, 01), (11, 01)}. F3,1 = {(00, 10), (00, 11)}. FI3 = {(01,00)}. F3.2 ={(00,01)}.
F3,3 = {(00, 00)} Definition 2: Error Event En(j, k, (alA, byB)): En(j, k, (anA , bnB)) {(&nAjbnB) E Fn(j, k, (aA, bn))} We call En(j, k, (aAIA, bnjB)) the (j, k)'th error event.
More specifically, given information sequence pair (ayA, bl B), the decoded information sequence pair is (&1A byB) We define E,(j, k, (alA, bIB)), 1. j, k < n + 1 as following.
First, E(j k, (anA, bnB)), j, k < n, is the following error event, after nC channel uses the first decoding error for information source A is block j, and the first decoding error for information source B is k.
Secondly if the decoder does not make any decoding errors for A, but the first decoding error for B is at the k'th block,l < k < n then the error event is En(n + 1,k,(alA,bIB)), similarly for E,(j , n + 1, (anA, bnB)).
Finally the event of making no decoding errors after nC channel uses is precisely En(n + 1, n + 1, (aynA, byB)).
Now we use the random coding bound argument to give an upper bound on the probability of En(j, k, (anA, bnB)).
Without loss of generality we assume j < k. The argument we use is very similar to the derivation of the random coding error exponent in [12] and [10] . The error probability is an expectation taken over all the channel realizations and all the randomness in the code. 
V(sA, tLnB) C Fn(j, k, ayA, bnlB), by noticing that ) -
Lemma 1: Random coding bound on the (j, k)'th ei event. Encoder EA uses an 5(A, C, QA, X) random sequ tial coding scheme, meanwhile EB independently uses V(B, C,QB,W) random sequential coding scheme. V in] mation sequence pair (alA,bnB),l < j < k < n + 1. Proof:: The proof here is similar to the derivation of random coding bound on the block coding error probabilit) [12] . 
Vs > 0.
The size of F,(j, k, ayA, b,B) can be bounded as ixji, 1~j 1jC
Similarly if I < k < j <.n + 1, anA bnB), Where E* is the error exponent defined in Theorem 3. Proof: : Without loss of generality, we assume j < k.
Then from Lemma 1, we know that Vp
Substitute Eqn. II into Eqn. 6. And by noticing the mej orylessness of the channel and the fact that QA(XC) QA(X4-I<l)C)QA (x §nC +), etc. We have: P (En(j, k, (a A, bnB))) 
The last equality is true because QA(<?9) =H[l-Z9 QA(X etc.
+(1 -al)((-pRAB + EOAB (Q, P)))))' > E* Similarly for j > k. Thus we proved that P (En(j, k, (ay A, bnB))) < 2-(n+1-min(j,k))CE*FD (15) Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof: The probability of making a decoding error at time nC (after nC channel uses) on the j'th information block a (j+l)A is upper bounded by making a decoding error on any block 12) with block number not larger than j. (13) .
( 1 2-CE + )2 (n+l-j)CE (   -d   2 2 -dCE* I -2-CE* (I1 -2-CE*)2
Where dC = (n + 1 -j)C is the decoding delay. Fig. 3 . Sequential Error Exponents of the MAC in Fig. 2 with c = 0.1 IV. AN EXAMPLE Consider an adder channel followed by a symmetric channel as shown in Fig. 2 . We plot the error exponents E* for e = 0.1 in Fig. 3 . The sequential error exponents are positive in the whole capacity region. The value of a which minimizes the error exponents in Eqn. 4 is not always 0 or 1. If a = 0,1, the sequential error exponent is the same as one of block coding error exponents in [10] . However, on the boundary region of I1Z and IZ3, 1Z2 and 1Z3 in Fig.8 in [10] , the value of a which minimizes Eqn. 4 is not 0 or 1, thus we have a different error exponent bound for sequential random coding as compared to block random coding. V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK We studied sequential channel coding for multiple access channels. By applying a variation of Gallager's random coding scheme, we achieved positive sequential random coding error exponent for the whole multiple access channel rate region. This exponent measured the probability of bit-error with bitdelay rather than block-error with block-length. Furthermore, the code was "anytime" or delay universal in that the decoder can decide on a delay without telling the encoder what it is. The decision is exponentially more reliable for a longer delay. The analyzed random coding scheme is consisted of a sequential encoder and an ML decoder. ML decoding is computationally heavy, a practically approximate decoding scheme is desirable. The main difficulty is the growing complexity of the encoding as time goes on. To address this, we accept a certain maximum tolerable delay (or equivalently, a certain small enough error probability) beyond which we are no longer interested in correcting errors with additional waiting. This can then be realized using a (possibly time-varying) convolutional code with a long enough constraint length.Also, we believe that sequential decoding [13] 
